
Scroll through Pinterest and you’ll find endless ideas of themes, moodboards and colour 
schemes for your wedding day. From bright to monochrome and rustic to industrial, there’s 

inspiration for every couple. If it’s elegance and fine art that you want to be the basis for your 
colour palette, ethereal is for you. Bring natural elements into your day to add a freshness that’s 

perfect for Spring, or deepen these cool tones to create a totally unique twist on a Winter 
wonderland. If you love the sound of a light-filled venue with dainty details and not-so-common 
pretty pastels in everything from your bouquet to your dress, read on to find out how to infuse 

ethereal into your wedding day... 
 

 
 

DECOR 
 

Go all out with accessories from all eras, especially on your tables. Couple golden candlesticks 
and cutlery with greenery hanging installations and centrepieces. Lay out on a neutral linen 

tablecloth, keeping your chairs exposed, especially if you’re going down the rustic route. 
Embrace the imperfect, allowing materials to flow off the table or hit the floor as a charming 

ceremony backdrop, and go big on flowers and candles down the aisle - remember it’s all about 
light and air! 
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CAKES 
 

Bring the ethereal palette right through to your cake with subtle marble effects or toughen it up 
with charcoal-coloured icing and by placing it on an antique gold tray - perfect for an urban 

wedding. Try something different from a traditional white cake by opting for dusky blue icing, a 
geode effect or dressing with modern romantic florals for a little more whimsical choice. 
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STATIONERY 
 

Ethereal stationery doesn’t have to be perfect. I recommend embracing unique natural materials 
or using vellum as the base for a fine calligraphy script. Being hand-drawn brings the softness of 

this palette, while the rough edges avoids anything too traditional. Keep your invitations, 
envelopes, placecards and table numbers simple and muted, pairing with metallic table decor 

and a sprig of greenery for a sophisticated typography look.  
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OUTFITS AND ACCESSORIES 
 

When it comes to bridal style, ethereal is all about chic dresses with exquisite embellishments. 
Whether you opt for a lace two-piece or simple chiffon gown, team it with dainty jewellery, 

natural, fresh makeup and nude nails to let your bouquet and hair do all the talking. Silver is a 
popular choice with these nude and neutral outfits, and will look stunning against the light grey 
or French blue of the groom’s suit. Your bridesmaids will look gorgeous each adorning similar 

dresses with loose waves, floral crowns or casual up-dos. 
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An elegant and ethereal wedding is just the thing for a dreamy day. Full of femininity, delicate 

details and soft shades, it’s guaranteed to leave your guests in awe of the beauty and you 
feeling like a modern day princess. 

 


